nal ways: by banal type font, banal
impressum text, even the pseudo-banal motives in your photography. How
would you describe your approach to
bookmaking?
In 1995, I made a catalogue together
with Albert Oehlen. The front cover was
just an orange field, a very beautiful orange field with a matte laminate on top
of it. As a result, in the bookstores, they
atypically tended to display the back
cover, which had an image—a still from
a film by Otto Muehl of him and two other artists. So the image was not by and
did not depict either of the artists who
made the exhibition or the publication,
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be certain that you are making the best business. In pure new wool, it‘s a real carpet. Ask for Woolmark.), Studio Rhein Verlag, Düsseldorf, February 29, 2016, 2016

Choosing a carpet is a serious matter. A matter of happiness. So, always check the Woolmark label. You will be certain to have a carpet of 100% pure new wool. You will

Woolmark label: purity, strength, comfort, sound- and thermal-insulation, resistance of colors, non-inflammability, easy maintenance, permanent moth-proof treatment.

of true, vibrant, natural wool, makes life more beautiful. Strict laboratory tests have verified all the qualities of the velvet, 100% pure new wool carpets that merit the

then you have never seen it. If you have never walked barefoot, in your house, on the softness of wool, then you are ignoring a great pleasure. Because a good carpet,

Untitled (Beauty, happiness at ground level. A carpet of pure new wool embellishes everything that it touches. If you have never seen your furniture on a beautiful carpet,
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the title on the front cover, with a barcode and a
lengthy description of the
function of barcodes. On
the back were the logos
of the institutions that
published and distributed the book, along with
their house rules for the
placement and use of the
logos. The barcode and
the logos were the legal
requirements to produce
the book and bring it into
bookstores; the artist’s
name was not legally necessary, so I removed it. In
the context of the bookstore, it functions as a
kind of discursive device
that reflects the conditions
of all the books around it
as objects on display and
circulating through a legally controlled system of
circulation.

which was again confusing in the bookshop: No
matter which way it was
displayed, the cover pointed away from the content.
You really had to work to
find the artists’ names on
it, foregrounding the idea
of the book as a sculptural
object.

The idea that your work
might be “applied” or
used as a tool by other
artists and by the spectator is a very interesting one, especially since
you’re a teacher at the
Kunstakademie in Düsseldorf. An active scene
emerged in Düsseldorf
around your teachings, a
great example being the
Studio For Propositional Cinema. One could
argue that this young
generation readily applies your models.

The book for “The Production Line of Happiness” functioned in a very
similar way. The artist’s
name was not on the dust
jacket; it featured only

In recent years, a number
of young artists leaving
the Academy have decided to stay in the Rheinland rather than move to
Berlin or London. This ex-
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citing development is based on several
factors, many of them practical. Aside
from being well located within Central
Europe, daily life in Düsseldorf and Cologne is still relatively aﬀordable, which
has allowed many of the artists coming
through the Academy to set up exhibition, publication and performance spaces
in addition to their own studios. Studio
for Propositional Cinema, Papier und
Gelb, Rhein Verlag, Good Forever and
Schwarz Weiss Café, among others, have
energized the scene in Düsseldorf, which
has also extended beyond the Rheinland
to shows and activities in other cities
and countries. One thing that is notable
about the group of artists behind these
spaces and projects is their apparent
ability to move freely between individual
and collective activities.
At the moment, my class and I are preparing for a seminar on Karl Otto Götz,
whose tenure at the Academy overlapped with Bernd and Hilla Becher.
He was famously the professor of Sigmar Polke and Gerhard Richter, as well
as of Konrad Fischer (neé Lueg). Götz’s
texts were basically outlining a communication model based on sender-receiver
systems, very similar to someone like
Vilem Flusser. These texts, along with
his teaching, were very influential to the
artists in his class who shortly thereafter developed what we think of as
German Pop Art or Capitalist Realism.
Since I began teaching at the Academy, I have been giving my students a
book about the gallerist Konrad Fischer
called Okey Dokey. One of the reasons I
do this is to demonstrate to them that it
only takes a handful of people to create
a cultural context that has resonance
and to make it their own—to not wait
in line for the permission of the world,
but to make culture on their own terms,
to make it useful for themselves and
their own contexts. This is something
that they seem to be doing, in fact.
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PRO/
CREATIVE
“Just Love”
by Fiona
Duncan

INTERROGATING PLEASURE,
POWER, INSTINCT AND DESIRE,
THE PRO/CREATIVE SERIES
CONSIDERS VISUAL CULTURE
VIA THE BODIES THAT MAKE IT.

“Another -ism is the last thing I want
in my bedroom,” I type to Ingo.
That’s why, I explain, that while I love
his initiative, I’d reject its term—“completism.” We are Skype chatting on a
Sunday, 7am my Pacific Standard time,
plus nine hours for him (Central European). I’m on a bus, traveling as cheap
as can be from Oakland to Los Angeles
for a friend’s film screening. That is,
for love, my only true motivation. Ingo
(Niermann) is German. For some reason (perhaps for my skeptical jostling
with reason? I love composite words,
decomposing them), I get along great
with Germans.
Completism, or, Komplettismus, is an
idea Niermann put forth three years
ago in a short story published in one
of his Sternberg “Solution” series anthologies—the one on love. He’s fol-

lowed that up with a
novel titled Solution 257:
Complete Love, out this
month from the same
pub. Completism would
be a movement, “a practice, system, doctrine”
(that’s the etymology of
-ism). It involves “Love–
for–all. Selfless. Unconditional. Devoted.”
Practically, Niermann
is proposing a volunteer
“army” (note: there can
be non-fighting armies;
the word means “to arm,”
as in use tools—like our
hands, they’re good for
many jobs) called the
“Army of Love,” which
would indiscriminately, consensually service
individuals in need of
“all-encompassing sensual love—care, desire,
sex, and respect.” Realistically, for now, the man
isn’t proposing anything
but that people interested in this idea get together and discuss how
it could work. In late August, for instance, as part
of the Wiesbaden Biennale, Ingo will be hosting
“Training Camps” for his
army. It’s conceptual, and
art. Art of the Burroughsian persuasion: “It is to
be remembered,” the late
shaman wrote, “that all
art is magical in origin,
and by magical, I mean
intended to produce very
definite results.”
I would be in the Army
of Love. I say so to both
Ingo and his collaborator, Alexa Karolinski, who first alerted me
to the possibility. We
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Out of love, I can be a real
bitch. In it, I do good. I
am love. Peaceful, easy.
Politically, this is major.
Ingo recognizes this—
completism is an -ism for
a reason. It’s an addendum
to all other -isms: communism, capitalism, nationalism, racism, hedonism,
sexism. What’s omitted
from most political discourse? The most important thing, of course! What
William S. Burroughs
called, in his final journal
entry, the “most natural
pain killer there is.” What
resuscitated Neo. What
Jesus embodied. What
Milla Jovovich whispered,
saving the universe from
imminent destruction. It’s
the fifth element, bonding fire, wind, water and
earth. Love!

REGULARS

There have been times in my life when
I’ve been so starved for touch, so psychically haunted, so fearful of intimacy
that I considered going to a sex worker.
I settled for regular manicures, after
which I’d cry—every time. Then there
have been times when I’ve been so in
love, so in touch with myself and my
needs that I know, in the only way I
can know (in my heart), that true love
is unconditional, infinite, the very material of the universe. In that, I’ve energy to love everything. I’ve wanted to
love everyone, to share my fortune and
remind us what matters. Having experienced such extremes, I believe that:

All images:
Alexa Karolinski and Ingo Niermann
Army of Love, 2016 (film stills)

were on a hike in Hollywood, trading trade
stories. She was plotting
to film something about
the would-be Army with
Ingo for the Berlin Biennale. I became infatuated with the idea as she
presented it: a collective
of individuals, perhaps
state organized, who offer loving care to needy
members of society. I saw
myself as both a “giver”
and a “receiver” (terms
Alexa would later use).

It’s the only thing that
there's just too little of.
What the world needs now
is love, sweet love. No, not
just for some, but for everyone…
I still don’t love the term
“completism.” (Although
I sense that true love is
accepting, unconditionally, all that is, including paradox.) It reminds
me of penile ejaculation,
so often the finale to intercourse. “Finishing.”
When I share this connotation with Niermann,
he replies with surprise.
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Alexa Karolinski and Ingo Niermann’s film Army of Love will
screen at the Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona from
25 October 2016–19 March 2017. Ingo Niermann’s novel Solution
257: Complete Love is out now and available for purchase online
and in select bookstores. thearmyoflove.net

Conflict is rooted in a felt
lack of love, which is connection to the All. Some
call it “God.”

I became infatuated with the idea—a collective
of individuals who oﬀer loving care to needy members.

“Americans can be so technocratic with
emotions,” he writes. (For him, completism implies “an intimate completion
of justice.”)
I also don’t love Ingo’s novel. It’s Houellebecquian, murky, European, male.
Suﬀocating with judgment, classism,
fear of death. I recognize my ego in it.
Alexa and Ingo’s film, though, had
me tearful three minutes in. It’s a
forty-minute documentary-style, propaganda-like film that imagines how
a faction of the Army of Love might
prosper. It takes place in a spa just
outside of Berlin. Alexa and Ingo invited thirteen interested parties—among
them, disabled sex activist Matthias
Vernaldi, who also stars in Niermann’s
novel—to come, bathe, commune and
be interviewed. Everybody was asked
the same five questions:
What’s attractive to you? What do you
think people find attractive about you?
Are you mostly attractive to those you
find attractive? What did you think

when your heard about
the Army of Love? What
is the strongest expression
of love for you?
Their answers are disembodied—they stream,
voices over images of a
blue pool, purple light, a
synchronized swim and
dance, some naked bodies, the rest dressed in
American unisex brand
Hood By Air. Alexa said
she made as few edits as
possible, leaving the interrogators’ questions in
“to make it clear these
people are being filmed.”
For this, and for the volunteers’ sincerity (you
can hear the gravity and
grace of truth in voice),
the film feels really real, if
utopic. If it is utopic (Ingo’s Wikipedia describes
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his work as “Postmodern” and “Utopian”), it’s like Leilah Weinraub of Hood
by Air once explained it to me: “Utopias
happen,” she said (countering the term’s
etymology of “no place”). “They’re totally natural and amazing. Utopias are
these amazing moments where people
come together in agreement. They ultimately end, [but] that interruption is
necessary, as it explodes the bubble,
letting people outside of it interact with
its energy.”
That’s kinda the idea, Alexa and Ingo
tell me separately. They each explain
their work with the Army of Love, with
completism, as an oﬀering—a bouquet
of ideas they’re exemplifying for us to
discuss and, maybe, to take up.
I’m dropped oﬀ on Hollywood Boulevard in front of the Museum of Death.
Classic. In a white prairie dress and
straw YSL top hat, hauling an overnight bag, hair center-parted, I’m living, breathing free love nostalgia. The
bus trucks on and I walk four blocks
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True love is accepting, unconditionally, all that is,
including paradox.

Way: The Evolution of Peace through
Pleasure) in exchange for a tiny room
in this former motel and access to
an all-you-can-eat kitchen. Max calls
the place “a kind of halfway house.”
They house about a half-dozen residents-in-need at any given time. “Right
now,” he details, “we’ve got two Uber
drivers and a few actors.”

Dr. Block and Max are like leaders of
an RL Army of Lovers. He’s a self-described “old retired hippie” and underground publisher. She’s a bit younger.
She went to Yale. She speaks very well.
Though I first wrote them about the
Craigslist barter, I’ve since changed the
focus of our meeting to an interview on
“completism.” I want to know about Dr.
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Block’s sex therapy, work and writing,
about her decades of practice promoting
peace, love and equality, and to contrast
it with Ingo’s proposals.
As I’m explaining the “Army of Love”
to Susan (who looks, btw, like a lateseason-two Carrie Bradshaw, plus a
decade), she interrupts: “And how exactly will this be funded?”
“So far,” I reply, “as far as I can tell,
it’s art world institutional funds.”
“Well you know,” she says, “the ideal
is the enemy of the real.”
Dr. Block then explains that her work
is largely financed by “people who
are sexually challenged due to their
narcissism, like Republicans.” They

FUTURA 89+
Hans Ulrich
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Simon Castets
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Fiona Duncan, aka @fifidunks, is a peripatetic Canadian-American writer and artist. By the time
of this issue’s release, she’ll have published a profile of Dr. Susan Block and her “Prime Mate”
Max for a new LA-based men’s magazine financed by a major razor resell business.

to Vine Street, where I
wait for another. Ingo’s
manners are still in my
head. I’m thinking about
his description of the
“almond-like note” of
a woman’s pussy in his
novel. Now I’m thinking
about the convo we just
had, my bitching to him
about the desexed climate of “the art world,”
how its inbred competitiveness and status anxieties chasten the senses.
( “Absolutely,” he replied.
“That’s the darkness of
the [my] novel…”) (He
seems sincere. Sentiment’s less rare in art
lately…). My bus comes.
I ride for 75 minutes, getting oﬀ in Inglewood. It’s
now 4:30pm. I’m right on
time for my date with Dr.
Susan Block, PhD.
Max, Dr. Block’s husband, is first to greet
me. “Suzy’s on a call,”
he says. (Dr. Block does
phone sex therapy.) “How
about a tour?”
I discovered this place on
Craigslist a couple days
ago. Mr. Max and Dr.
Block were advertising
a room and board work/
trade in their sex-centric
commune compound. I
could be fielding calls
and editing writing on
bonobos (Block’s latest
book is titled The Bonobo
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With the collaboration
of Katherine Dionysius

pay upwards of two hundred bucks to talk on the
phone with her. Her voice
is sexy, deep. Persuasive.
I find myself uncharacteristically tripping over
my words. Nerves.
Dr. Block's recommendation to Ingo and anyone
interested in communal
loving is so American:
she suggests we buy and
read her latest book.
“Study bonobo ways,”
she says. “It’s a blueprint
for peace.”
She emails me a .pdf of

THE FUTURA 89+ SERIES
FEATURES INTERVIEWS
WITH ARTISTS, WRITERS,
ACTIVISTS, ARCHITECTS,
FILMMAKERS, SCIENTISTS AND
ENTREPRENEURS WHO WERE
BORN IN OR AFTER 1989.

In 2014, we invited
you to undertake an
89plus Residency at
the Google Cultural Institute in Paris,
where you developed
work for “Centers in
Pain” (2014), a project
inspired by the disused Wapato Prison
in Portland. Can you
talk a little about
Wapato and what
compelled you to create a work about this
abandoned prison?
I read about Wapato in a local Portland
newspaper in 2013 and
decided that I would
create work for that lo-
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the text and I forward it
to Ingo, along with an invitation for an interview
on her weekly livestream,
The Dr. Susan Block
Show, completing a circle.
That’s what this writing
feels like: a loopy sketch
I urge you to fill in. Or
it’s like foreplay, as Ingo
problematizes it in Solution 257. “The problem
with foreplay,” he writes,
“was that it had little to
do with ‘playfulness’ and
a lot to do with ‘a play,’
in the sense of a theatrical performance.” I wish
writing weren’t so oneway. I wish I could see
you. If I could, I would
look into your eyes, and
ask: “Would you join an
Army of Love?”

cation. At the time, I had a special interest in interiors that embody stasis.
What makes Wapato diﬀerent from
an ordinary abandoned prison is that
it has never housed inmates—it was
built in 2004, fully equipped, and the
county lost funding. They still spend
$300,000 a year to maintain the facility: the landscape is perfectly kept
and the inside is pristine, although the
technology is dated.
Not long after discovering Wapato, I
checked in to an addiction rehabilitation center inside of a renovated hospice that was once abandoned. This is
where I developed closeness with the
emotional reality of Wapato as a building that experiences pain.
Tell us about your working process
and the objects you produced during
your time at Google.
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